Korean SICOT Award

Ankit Patel
Lester Lowe SICOT Awards

Chih-Kai Hong & Pankaj Kumar Sharma
Marcela Uribe Zamudio Award

Temiloluwa Olufemi
38th SICOT
Orthopaedic World Congress

30 November - 2 December 2017
Cape Town, South Africa

NuVasive/SICOT Foundation Scholarships

Sang Soo Eun & Sohael Khan
OrthoPediatrics/SICOT Foundation Scholarships

Tatiana Guerschman & Ziming Zhang
38th SICOT
Orthopaedic World Congress

30 November - 2 December 2017
Cape Town South Africa

SICOT-Kongress-Scholarship 2017

Anastasia Rakow & Kilian Rueckl
Oral:

Factors Affecting Satisfaction Following Total Knee Replacement: A Systematic Review Of Over 130,000 Cases

Naoki Nakano, Fernando Olavarria, Vikas Khanduja

Poster:

Clinical Evaluation After Matrix-associated Autologous Chondrocyte Transplantation of the Tibiofemoral Joint: a Comparison of 4 Different Graft Types

Silke Aldrian
SICOT/CCJR Meeting Awards

**Oral:**

*Pelvic Incidence and its Relationship to Total Hip Dislocation In Patients With Previous Lumbar Spine Fusion*

Christopher Kleck, Philip York, Michael Dayton, Craig Hogan

**Poster:**

*Clinical Outcomes of Uni Knee Arthroplasty Prosthesis: Investigation of Contributory Risk Factors Leading to Failure - Retrospective Study of 106 Cases*

Matthieu Ehlinger, Benjamin Scheibling, Henri Favreau, Adrien D’Ambrosio, Philippe Adam, Francois Bonnomet
Hull Deformity Course SICOT Awards

Oral:

Nasal Chondrocytes-based Engineered Autologous Cartilage Tissue for the Repair Of Articular Cartilage Defects: an Observational First-in-human Trial

Geert Pagenstert, Marcus Mumme, Andrea Barbero, Ivan Martin, Marcel Jakob

Poster:

Joint Preservation Surgery in Osteosarcoma Patients using Liquid Nitrogen Treated Tumour-bearing Bone

Norio Yamamoto, Takashi Higuchi, Katsuhiro Hayashi, Akihiko Takeuchi, Kensaku Abe, Yuta Taniguchi, Hisateru Aiba, Yoshihiro Araki, Karem Zekry, Gang Xu, Hiroyuki Tsuchiya
SICOT Oral Presentation Award

Role of Cartridge Based Nucleic Acid Amplification Test, Line Probe Assay and Liquid Culture in Osteoarticular Tuberculosis

Anil Jain, Suresh Abhimanyu, V.P. Myneedu, K.L. Chakraborti
SICOT Poster Award

Epidemiological Study and Treatment Results of 556 Cases of Bones Sarcomas in a Single Centre

Reda Harrar, Kamel Achour, Mourad Oubira, Rachid Bellahsene, Mourad Hamidani, Chafiza Graradj, Amine Touhami
Basic Science:
Injectable, biomechanically robust, biodegradable and osseointegrative bone cement for percutaneous kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty
Lei Yang, Huiling Liu, Bin Liu, Chunxia Gao, Bin Meng, Huilin Yang, Haiyang Yu

Clinical Science:
The status of triangular fibrocartilage complex after the union of distal radius fractures with internal plate fixation
Margaret Fok, C.X. Fang, T.W. Lau, Y.K. Fung, B.K.K. Fung, K.L. Leung

Young Investigator Award:
Predicting curve progression at skeletal maturity in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis using the distal radius and ulna classification
Jason Pui Yin Cheung, Prudence Wing Hang Cheung, Dino Samartzis, Keith Dip-Kei Luk
38th SICOT Orthopaedic World Congress Attendance Awards

Ahmad Ibraheem Addosooki, Johan Charilaou, Nicholas Lubega, Jamlick Micheni Muthuuri, Thando Ncube
Henri Bensahel Award

A systematic approach for surgical treatment of congenital vertical talus: mid-term follow up of 96 cases

Viachaslau Bradko, Heorhi Bradko, Alexander Beletsky
Shanmuga S. Jayakumar Award

Surgical correction of cervical kyphosis in diastrophic dysplasia with anterior corpectomy, posterior tethering with 360° fusion,

Mihir Thacker, William Mackenzie, John Heydemann, Kenneth Rogers, Jeffrey Campbell & Suken Shah